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Dear DCPS Community  – 
 
Today is another great day for DCPS. We received the results of the National Assessment of Educational 
Progress (NAEP) and students in DC made tremendous growth, significantly outpacing every other 
state and the nation as a whole! NAEP, known as the Nation’s Report Card, tests 4th and 8th grade 
students in math and reading and is widely regarded as the gold-standard in assessments as it is 
externally administered, monitored and scored every two years.  NAEP is the only assessment that truly 
allows states to compare ourselves across the entire country in an apples-to-apples way. 
 
These breakthrough gains demonstrate that when we set high expectations for teachers and students, 
they rise to the challenge. The data about our success is clear: DC students made tremendous growth 
from 2011 to 2013. Students in both 4th and 8th grade in reading and math have seen between 5 and 7 
point gains, compared to only 1 to 2 point growth in the nation. 
 
Since 2007, DC has shown double digit gains in math and nearly 10 point gains in reading while the 
nation saw no more than 5 point gains in any grade or subject.  You need no more proof than these 
results to know the efforts we are undertaking in DC, a strong investment in improving and supporting 
our educators, coupled with setting high expectations for students, leads to extraordinary results.   
 
The good news today is across the board. DC’s black students saw significant growth in every grade and 
every subject compared to the last test administration and are at all-time highs in every grade and 
subject.  Low income students saw significant gains in every grade and every subject and are at all-time 
highs in every grade and subject. And Hispanic students showed significant gains in every grade and 
every subject compared to the last test administration. 
 
You can see why I am excited to share these results with you. But you and I both know that despite 
these incredible results, our achievement levels still lag, and we have much more progress we need to 
make. But we know this is hard work that does not happen overnight. Today’s results show that we are 
on the right track and we have reasons to be very excited and very optimistic.  
 
I hope you will take a moment today to celebrate our success with us. We are a district on the rise. The 
nation is looking to DC to see what can be done and we are proving this is all possible.  
 
We are DCPS and we can do this. 
 
With pride, 

 
Kaya Henderson 
Chancellor 
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